
 

Abstract—This paper covers the topic of the interaction 

process between a detonation wave and a cloud of inert 

particles. A computer code based on numerical method on Flux 

Corrected Transport algorithm was developed to solve the 

Euler equations for inviscid flow. The chemical reaction is 

modeled with one-step Arrhenius chemistry, and the particle 

phase is modeled in Lagrangian frame of reference. Simulation 

results illustrate that detonation wave could be suppressed by a 

cloud of inert particle, if the cloud parameters meet some 

critical conditions. 

 
Index Terms—Detonation, modeling, particles, suppression. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Accidental explosions constitute a problem in various 

industries involving combustion dust, liquid and gas [1]. To 

control accidental explosions, various systems are used for 

explosion mitigation and suppression. One such system is 

explosion suppression by addition of suspended chemically 

inert particles. In order to develop more effective suppression 

systems, the interaction process between a detonation wave 

and a cloud of particles needs to be investigated. For small 

dimensional situation, 2D simulation can be used to 

qualitatively investigate the detonation-particle interaction 

process. Bioko et al. [2] performed experimental and 

numerical investigations regarding shock wave interaction 

with a cloud of particles. Wang et al. [3] studied the 

numerical modeling of near-wall two moving at constant 

speed. Parmar et al. [4] proposed a model of the unsteady 

force shock-particle interaction. Oran et al. [5] performed a 

numerical study of a two-dimensional Hydrogen- Oxygen 

detonation using detailed chemistry. Gamezo et al. [6] 

carried a numerical study on two-dimensional reactive flow 

dynamics in cellular detonation waves. Carvel et al. [7] 

showed experimental studies on the effect of both inert and 

reactive particles on the pressure profile of a detonation. 

The Lagrangian modeling of particle flow is not very 

common in detonation research. Still a few examples can be 

mentioned: Ruggirello et al. [8] used Lagrangian description 

of particles in their investigation of particle compressibility 

and ignition from shock focusing. Cheatham and Kailasanath 

[9] also used Lagrangian description of droplets in their 

investigation of liquid fuelled detonations. 
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

A. Gas Phase Modeling   

For gas phase, the influence of viscosity is low then the 

Euler equations with the ideal gas law can be used and 

written as: 
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where u is the velocity, ρ is density, E is the total energy, T is 

temperature, R is the ideal gas constant, M is the molar mass 

and P is pressure. These equations can be modified by adding 

source terms to calculate particle interaction and chemical 

reactions. The gas temperature T is linked to the energy of the 

gas by the polytropic equation of state, kinetic energy and 

chemical energy. (see Section B): 
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where γ is the polytropic exponent and rQ  is the heat of 

chemical reaction per unit mass. 

We neglect turbulence modeling because in the 

propagation of a detonation wave, the stage of the turbulent 

flame development and propagation is of minor importance 

compared to the fast energy deposition in the spontaneous 

ignition front [10]. 

B. Chemical Reaction 

Reaction model that we use here is adapted from Gamezo 

et al. [6].The reaction process variable α is used to model a 

simple one step reaction, which will go from zero(only 

reactions) to one(only products). Time rate of change of α 

will be governed by: 
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where α is the reaction coefficient and W is the chemical rate 

that defined by the Arrhenius law: 
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where Ar is the Arrhenius number: 

RT

E
Ar a                                      (8) 

where a is the pre- exponential reaction rate factor, aE  is the 

activation energy. 

C. Particle-Gas Interaction 

In simulation of two phase flow, there are three main 

approaches, namely the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E), the 

Eulerian- Lagrangian (E-L), and the direct numerical 

simulation (DNS) approach. Since the purpose is to 

investigate the effect of particles on a detonation wave the 

E-L approach has been used in this research. By considering 

low particle concentration (volume fraction 0.1% as shown 

later), inter- particle collisions and porosity can be neglect. 

The particles in the system are treated in Lagrangian frame 

of reference. This means that each individual particle 

trajectory can be calculated by applying Newton's second law 

of motion to the particle: 
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where  iF


 is the total force acting on the particle from a 

number of sources and 
6
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p

d
m  is the mass of the particle 

where 
p  is particle mass density and 

pd
 
is diameter). 

The drag force acting on the particle is determined by the 

equation [11]: 
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where 
dC  is drag coefficient, 

pA is projected particle area 

and 
pu  is particle velocity. The drag coefficient dC is 

calculated using an equation cited and validated by Bioko et 

al. [3]: 
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where Re is particle Reynolds number: 
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with   being the dynamic viscosity and Ma is Mach number: 
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The heat transfer rate from the gas to the particle is 

determined by the equation [11, p. 102] 

)( pgpT TTkdNuQ                              (14) 

where Nu is the Nusselt number, 
gk  is the thermal 

conduction coefficient of gas and 
pT  is particle temperature. 

3/1PrRe6.02 Nu                                (15) 

where Pr is prandtl number:  
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In the above: 
gpC ,

 is the specific heat capacity of gas at 

constant pressure. In the present studies, heat exchange 

caused by radiation effects was neglected. 

D. Dynamic Viscosity 

Some work has been done to develop a model for 

calculating viscosity in detonation products [12]. Balapanov 

et al. [13] mentions using the Chapman-Enskog theory to 

calculate the dynamic viscosity in their investigations. 

Papalexandris [14] uses a simplified version of the 

Sutherland formula [15, p. 233]. In this research, without loss 

of generality, the dynamic viscosity in the present 

calculations was held constant and equal to 
5

10


 (Pas). 

 

III. VALIDATION 

 

 
Fig. 1. The initial setup of the particle cloud shock wave interaction 

simulation. 

 

  
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. Cloud displacement as a function of time for two particle volume 

fraction in the initial cloud. Solid line = 0.1%, dashed line =1% initial 

volume fraction in the cloud. The Mach-number of the shock wave was 2.8 

(a). Cloud displacement from Bioko et al. The lines are computational 

values, and the dots are experimental data (b). 

 

Validate the particle model, a simulation of a shock wave 

colliding with a circular, uniformly the distributed particle 

cloud was carried out. The initial conditions of the simulation 

were chosen in agreement with the experimental setup done 

by Bioko et al. [2] .The gas properties were set to those of air 

at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The particle 

had mass density )/(8600 3mkg and diameter 
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)(130 md p   The initial shock wave was a square profile 

with pressure 
015pp   and Ma= 2.8. The initial mass density 

of the gas was constant over the entire domain. A schematic 

view of the initial setup can be found in Fig. 1. The cloud 

displacement was calculated as the main difference in 

position of each particle the x-direction. Fig. 2 compares the 

cloud displacement as a function of time with corresponding 

from Bioko et al. There is very good agreement in the case of 

initial particle volume fraction 0.1%.  

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Condition 

In all simulation with particles, a 500×300 grid was used 

(the grid independency was assured by running simulations 

of different grids). The initial conditions were the same as 

those shown in Table I. The detonation was initiated by using 

50 cell wide region with high pressure and near the left 

boundary at 
0t . The shock wave was  

then propagated to the right boundary. Here, the grid 

velocity was adjusted, so that the grid velocity matched the 

shock velocity. As a part of the initial setup, random 

velocities in the order of 310 (m/s) were added to the 

y-component of the gas velocity in each cell.  

 

TABLE I: INITIAL PARAMETERS.*: THE 
yu VALUES WERE RANDOM 

NUMBERS 

- P(atm) ρ(kg/m2) α 
xu )m/s) 

yu (m/s) 

High 

Pressure 

40 0.49 1 0 310 * 

Low 

Pressure 

1 0.49 0 0 310 * 

 

 
Fig. 3. Initial particle cloud for the standard setup. 

 

In addition, a particle cloud was placed between x = 45-47 

mm (Fig. 3). The maximum pressure plot of the standard 

setup is found in Fig. 4 (a). A weak cellular pattern is 

observed, but this is most likely some kind of residual effect 

from the pattern in the original detonation. Fig. 4(b) shows 

the maximum pressure of the detonation averaged in the 

y-direction.  

It is clear that the particles have a substantial mitigating 

effect on the detonation wave. A large drop in pressure 

happens inside the particle cloud, and the pressure is slightly 

decreasing after the cloud. 

Fig. 5 shows a plot of the reaction coefficient and pressure 

after the wave has hit the particle cloud for three different 

points in time, with a time step of 2.5(µs) between them. The 

reaction front is slowing down, and a gap between the 

pressure front and the reaction front is established. In the 

third frame, unreached gas is exiting the computational 

domain at the left boundary. When this happens, the solution 

is invalidated because the entire reaction process is not 

calculated. It looks like the detonation is suppressed, since 

the pressure is gradually decreasing, but the possibility of 

re-ignition can not be excluded. 

 

 
(a) 

 
      (b) 

Fig. 4. Maximum pressure plot of the standard setup. The particle cloud is a 

belt of particles evenly distributed between x = 45mm and x = 47mm, and 

initial particle volume fraction 0.1%.(a). Maximum pressure for the standard 

setup, averaged in the y- dimension (b). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. α (a) and P (b) for the standard setup. The time difference between 

the snapshot is 2.5(µs). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6. Maximum pressure plots for cloud length L=1mm (a) and L=4 mm (b). 
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B. Particle Cloud Size 

The influence of the size of the particle cloud was 

investigated by running simulations with cloud length L= 

1(mm) and L=4(mm). The maximum pressure plot can be 

seen in Fig. 6. Two snapshot of pressure plots and particle 

distributions as a function of x for L=4(mm) are found in Fig. 

7 and 8. The time difference between the snapshots is 

2.5(µs). From these plots, it is clear that the volume fraction 

of particles increases somewhat behind the shock wave, 

caused by a compression of the particle cloud. This cloud 

indicates the formation of a β layer, as discussed by Carvael 

et al. [7]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Particle distribution and pressure plot for cloud length L=4mm. The 

volume fraction is given in percent. 

 
Fig. 8. Particle distribution and pressure plot for cloud length L=4mm. The 

volume fraction is given in percent. This snapshot is taken 2.5µs later than 

the one shown in Fig. 8. 

 

C. Volume Fraction 

The influence of the volume fraction of the particle could 

was investigated by running simulations with Φ= 0.05% and 

Φ= 0.2%. The maximum pressure plot can be seen in Fig. 11. 

A plot of the shock position and velocity as function of time 

is found in Fig. 10.  

In the case of Φ=0.05%, re-ignition occurs, and the 

detonation velocity is increased back to normal. These results 

are qualitatively in agreement with those found by Dong et al 

[16]. The similarity between the particle cloud length and 

volume fraction simulation is to be expected, because the 

same number of particles is used in both cases. However, the 

influence of inter-particle collisions could be of importance 

in the case of high particle volume fractions. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Position of the shock front (a) and shock velocity (b) with no particles 

(solid line), Φ= 0.1% (dashed line) and Φ= 0.2% (dotted line). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. Maximum pressure plot for volume fraction Φ= 0.05% (a) and Φ = 

0.2% (b). 

 

D. Particle Diameter 

The influence of the diameter of the particles was 

investigated by running simulations with )(85.0 md p  and 

)(85.0 md p   at constant volume fraction. The decreased 

particle diameter at constant volume fraction leads to 

increased total particle surface area, and faster heat exchange 

between the phases. The maximum pressure plot can be seen 
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in Fig. 11. These plots show that the diameter of the particles 

have significant importance when it comes to detonation 

quenching. This is in agreement with Fedorov et al. [17], who 

concludes that particles with diameters in the range of 1µm 

ensures fairly effective quenching of a detonation.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Maximum pressure plots for particle diameters md p 85.0 (a) 

and md p 85.0 (b) at constant particle volume fraction. 

 

E. Particle Diameter 

An overview of the reduced pressure downstream of the 

particle cloud for the parameter variation calculations are 

presented in Table II. The lowest value of 
02 / pp to give 

re-ignition was 12.4, and the highest value with no re-ignition 

was 10. 

 

TABLE II: 
02 / pp  FOR PARAMETER VARIATION SIMULATIONS. THE FIRST 

COLUMN IS THE STANDARD SIMULATION. THE VALUE OF THE CHANGED 

PARAMETER IS MADE DIMENSIONLESS BY DIVIDING ON THE STANDARD 

VALUE OF THE PARAMETER. 

Parameter 

changed 

Std L L Φ Φ 
  



 
d

 

d  

Value/std - 0.5 2 0.5 2 0.5 2 0.65 1.38 

02 / pp  10 17.1 6 19 6.1 12.4 8.0 8.3 13.8 

Re 

ignition 

N N Y N Y Y N N Y 

 

F. Changes in Activation Energy 

 

  
Fig. 12. Maximum pressure plot with particles. 104aE  kg/mol. 

 

The maximum pressure plot with particles for  

29aE kg/mol is found in Fig. 13. If the heat loss caused by 

particle interaction is the main mitigating mechanism, it is 

reasonable to assume that decreasing activation energy 

reduces the effect of particles on the detonation structure, 

since the detonation propagation is less affected by 

temperature changes. Fig. 12 clearly supports this 

assumption. Due to stability issues, a solution for  

104aE kg/mol with particles was not obtained, but it can 

be assumed that the mitigation effect of particle is 

substantially increased with this high activation energy. 

 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS  

A cloud of particles can have a substantial mitigating 

effect on a detonation wave, and cloud possibly causes total 

suppression. The effectiveness of the suppression is 

dependent on the parameters of the particle cloud, as well as 

the characteristics of the detonation wave. 

The simulations indicate a critical value of the pressure 

downstream of the detonation cloud. With standard gas 

parameters, this critical pressure lies in the range of 

5.1210/ 02 pp . If more simulations were run, this critical 

pressure could be determined more precisely. The mitigation 

appears to be most effective with many small particles with 

large mass density. The heat loss caused by particle 

interaction can be assumed to be the main mitigating effect, 

but particle drag effects also play a significant role in the 

suppression of a detonation wave. 

There is some weak cellular pattern in the pressure of the 

dampened shock wave downstream of the particle cloud. 

These are most likely some kind of residual shock from the 

cellular patterns in the original detonation. In simulation 

where re-ignition looks like it is initiated in the trajectory of 

these weak patterns. 

For gases with low activation energy, the suppression 

appears to be less efficient. 

The need for further investigations in detonation-particle 

interaction with Lagrangian particle model is definitely 

present. An inter-particle collision algorithm would make it 

possible to calculate dense particle clouds more accurately, 

and is a natural next step. This would also make it possible to 

further investigate the formation of a (β-layer). When 

calculating the chemical reaction process in dense particle 

clouds, it is also necessary to account for porosity effects. 

When investigating the suppression of a detonation, the 

need for a larger simulation area. A dynamic grid would be 

suitable to fully resolve the reaction process in the detonation 

front, and at the same time calculate the growing reaction 

zone behind the initial shock where lower resolution is 

required. It could be necessary to apply some kind of 

turbulence modeling in this region, as the characteristic 

velocities are lower than in the in the initial detonation wave. 

A larger simulation area would make it possible to investigate 

the re-ignition of a detonation more accurately. The role of 

weak cellular patterns in the re-ignition of a detonation wave 

should also be studied in more detail. 

There is an urgent need for developing a better model for 

particle drag and heating, since these are the two governing 

mechanisms in detonation-particle interaction. A better 
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understanding of the dynamic viscosity and heat conductivity 

of reactive gases at high temperatures and pressures is needed 

to develop such a model. Experiments with irregular particle 

shapes should also be conducted, as Kovtun et al. [18] 

showed structural changes in particles caused by shock 

waves. 

Lagrangian approach to particle modeling is easy 

adaptable to simulating detonation suppression by means of 

adding suspended liquid droplets. This could prove to be a 

very effective method of detonation quenching, since 

additional heat is needed to evaporate the droplets. 

As pointed out by Fedorov et al. [17], experimental reports 

of detonation suppression by means of inert particles are 

rather scattered. In the experiments carried out by Dong et al. 

[16], some quantitative difference occurred between 

experiments and calculations. There is an urgent need for 

experimental investigation, in order to validate simulation of 

detonation suppression. However, the practical limitations of 

such experiments are pointed out by Dong et al. They argue 

that the complete dispersion of a cloud of particle is very 

difficult, as some agglomeration and wall effects cannot be 

avoided. The present studies have shown that the 

effectiveness of detonation suppression is very sensitive to 

particle size. This implies that an effective suppression 

system must ensure very good dispersion of the particles. As 

different particle materials have different physical structures 

and properties, particle material variation experiments should 

carried out to find suitable suppression agents. 
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